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INTRODUCTION
The mark of a truly professional camera is not
only the sophistication and handling ease it provides, but the type and quality of accessories that
go along with it . In this respect, too, the F3 is the
finest camera in its class, because of the virtually
limitless variety of accessories that can be used
with it. To the fabulous Nikon System-a system
contain ing more than 60 interchangeable lenses
and a variety of specialized equipment-the Nikon
F3 brings its own exclusive line of photographic
accessories. Thus, the Nikon System remains the
most comprehensive in the world.
The accessories developed especially for the F3
include four interchangeable viewfinders, 20 focusing screens, the Motor Drive MD-4, the Camera

Back MF-6, and two electronic flash unitsSpeedl ights SB -11 and SB -12. I ndeed, there just
isn't any picture-taking situation which the Nikon
F3 can't handle. From shooting fast action at 6
frames per second to metering flash exposures
through the lens*, everything is taken in stride.
This brochure is the second half of the Nikon F3
Technical Manual and provides detailed information on the major accessories presently available
for the F3, Nikon's top-of-the-line camera.
* The Motor Drive MD-4 provides 6 fps at 1/ 125 sec . or
above with the mirror in the up position when using the
NiCd battery pack; TTL flash output control is possible
only with the Nikon Speedlight SB-12 or the SB-11 and
TTL Sensor Cord SC-12 .
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FINDERS AND ACCESSORIES
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FLASH UNITS AND ACCESSORIES
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This system chart shows the accessories ava~lab l e for the Nikon F3 at the time of
printi ng of this brochure. However , due to limitations in space, the full range of
accessories which can be used with the F3 are not pictu red. This includes Nikkor
and N i kon Series E lenses, close-up equ ipment, camera cases, gadget bags, etc.
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VIEWFINDERS
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No professional camera wou ld be complete without interchangeab le viewfinders, because, simply stated, no one
viewf inder is perfectly suited for all shooting situations.
For this reason, the Nikon F3 offers a cho ice of four different finders to handle every conceivable photographic
need. In addition to the standa rd Eyelevel Finder OE-2,
there are three others: the Action Finder O'A -2, the
Waist- Level Finder OW-3, and the 6X High Magnification
Finder OW-4.
For strength, all viewfinders are constructed of die-cast
copper-silumin-alum inum alloy and brass, whereas the
prisms are made of the highest-quality glass produced in
Nikon's own glassworks. For th e brightest possible image,
the reflection surfaces of the prisms are silver-coated,
while the other surfaces feature anti-ref lection coating .
Furtherm ore, each finder has its own miniature optical
system for projecting the exposure information through
the finder, so that it always appears unreversed and outside
the picture area for legibi lity ,
In addition, automatic and manual exposure control, plus
the exposure readout, is possible with every Nikon F3 finder. The reason? Because the SPO metering cell and other
microelectronics are now all housed in the camera body.
So, changing the finder does not affect the metering system.
Fol lowing the tradition set by the Nikon F and F2, all
finders for the F3 offer virtually 100% viewfinder field
coverage. For professional assignments, especially those in
whi ch the transparencies wi ll be reproduced in printed
form, it's imperative that the photographer know the exact
cropping of the final picture. With the F3, he is assured
that what appears in the viewfinder is virtu all y what wil l be
re corded on the film. Such accuracy is possib le due to precision manufacturing techniques which make it possible for
the ca mera body 's focusing screen supporting frame and the
film gate to be of the same size and the same optical distance away from the lens mounting flange.
Finall y, both the eye level and high magnification finders
contain their own eyepiece blinds for use when shooting
with the eye removed from the eyepiece. With the SPO
located at the bottom of the mirror box, the F3 is remarkably unsuscep tible to stray light. However, an eyepiece
blind still comes in handy when working in situations where
strong light is coming from the top or from behind.

AHachment/Removal
The N ikon F3 featu res an easy method of viewfinder attachment and removal. To detach the viewfinder, simultaneously push back both finder release levers with the
thumb and index finger; then lift the finder out (see photos
above) To install a finder, place it on top of the camera and
push down until it locks into place, It's that simple, The
main reason why the F3 finders snap , instead of slide, into
place is this : With Nikon's top-mounting system of attachment, the spring-loaded clips at the bottom of the viewfinder press against the frame of the fo cusing screen. So,
there is no chance of the focusing screen's becoming dislodged and causi ng an error in focusing even if the camera
is handled roughly.
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EYELEVEL FINDER DE·2

47
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Compact and lightweight, t he Eyelevel Finder D E-2 is
suppl ied with t he Nikon F3 as standard equipment . This
viewfi nder provides eyelevel view ing with the image upright
and unreversed, making it ideally suited for ge neral picturetak in g. The D E-2's prism is si lvered fo r improved brig htness. Specia l an t i-refl ect ion coati ng is ap p lied t o t he side
faci ng t he focusi ng screen. By employi ng an independe nt
opt ical system of four tiny mi r rors, exposure info rmation
is projected t hrough t he fi nder, appearing above and outside t he picture area fo r unobstructed viewi ng.
The f inde r eyep iece is mult icoated w it h t he use of t he
exc lusive N iko n process ca lled N IC, or Nikon Integ rated
Coati ng.
In addition , it is t h rea ded f or attachment of
various viewi ng ai ds (see page 12 for more detai ls). To
p revent extra neous I ight from enteri ng from t he rear, suc h
as w hen usi ng th e se lf-timer or a remote co nt rol device,
t he D E-2 has a built-in eyepiece shutter.
V isual image mag nificati on (w ith t he sta nd ard 50m m lens
se t at infin it y) is O.8X w ith an apparent view ing d ist ance
of one meter. T he d iopter is - 1 D.

Specifications
Type of unit
Usable camera
Finder coverage
Visual image magnification
Diopter
Viewfinder display
Eyepiece shutter
Eyepiece attachment size
Dimensions
Weight
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I nterc hangea ble type f inder w ith
eye level vi ew ing
Nikon F3 onl y
V irtuall y 100% of image reco rded o n
f ilm
0 .8X (w ith 50mm f / l.4 lens at
infinity)

-l D
LC D ex posu re informat ion, ADR
f / number and LED ready- l ight
Pro vid ed
19 mm di a. (P = 0.75)
38.5mm(H) x 53. 6m m(W) x
65 .5mm(D)
120g

'.

ACTION FINDER DA·2
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This eye level-type "action" finder is ideal for fast-moving
events because the photographer can view the entire picture
image with the eye up to 60mm away from the eyepiece.
Furthermore, the DA-2 is indispensible for difficult sports
or industrial shots, in which a helmet, goggles or safety
glasses must be worn; it also allows scuba divers to see
the entire frame with the F3 encased in a special underwater housing.
By using a Nikon-g lass optical system of two prisms and
three lenses, the DA-2 provides an upright and unreversed
Moreover, two additional small
image of the subject.
prisms and two mirrors allow the exposure information
display to be projected through the finder, so that it
appears unreversed. However, with th is f inder, the display
appears below the frame instead of above (see the light-path
diagram for details). Image magnif ication is 0.6X, and its
diopter is -0.75 D.

Specifications
Type of unit
Usable camera
Finder coverage
Visual image magnification
Diopter
Viewfinder display
Dimensions
Weight

Interchangeable type finder wit h
eyelevel viewing
Nikon F3 only
Vi rtually 100% of image recorded on
film
0.6X (with 50mm f/l.4 len s at
infinity)
-0.750
LCD exposure information, A OR
f/number and LED ready- light
59.5mm(H) x 52.9mm(W) x
73.2mm(O)
300g
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WAIST ·LEVEL FINDER DW·3
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The Waist-Level Finder DW-3 allows the F3 to be used
at a low angle (hence the name "wa ist-level ") or upsidedown over the photographer's head for shooting over
crowds. The DW-3 is also ideally suited for viewing the
subject from directly above the camera with the camera
attached to the vertical column of a copystand. Because
the DW-3 does not have a main prism, the image is viewed
directly off the focusing screen; therefore, it is upright but
reversed from left to right. However, through the use of
three small mirrors and a tiny prism, the exposure information is unreversed and is shown abo ve the picture area.
Image magnification with the DW-3 is 1X (i.e ., when used
with bui It-i n pop-up 5X magn ifier) .
For convenience in viewing and focusing, the Waist-Level
Finder DW-3 has a se lf-erecting hood, which is opened by
pushing the button at the rear of the unit; it also features a
built-in pop-up 5X magnifier for critical focusing on the
center of the image. To exclude stray light when shooting
on Automatic or taking a manual exposure reading, the
built-in magnifier should be in the up pos ition with the
photographer's eye as close to it as possible. An alternate
way is to shield the finder w ith the hand or close the hood
completely before taking the picture.
Closing the DW-3's hood is simplicity itself just push down
on the top plate. This can be done even with the magn ifier in the up position. And once the Waist-Level Finder
is closed, the focusing screen is protected against dust
and moisture.

Specifications
Type of unit

Usable camera
Find er coverage
V isual image magnification

Viewfinder display
Dimensions
Weight
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I nterchangeable type finder with
waist-level direct viewing of focusing
screen
Nikon F3 only
Virtually 100% of image recorded on
film
1 X (with 50mm f/1,4 lens set at
infinity) via built-in 5X pop-up
magnifier
LCD exposure information, ADR
f/number and LED ready-light
38.5mm(H) x 54.2mm(W) x 59mm(D)
90g

HIGH MAGNIFICATION FINDER DW·4

Providing 6X magnification of the entire picture area, the
DW-4 is useful for criti cal focusing, such as when the
camera is attached to a bellows un it or microscope. It has
a built-in rubber eyecup and offers +3 to -5 diopter adjustment for individual eyesight correction. When used
wit h a focus ing scree n having a cross-hair reticle (such as
Type C or M) , the DW-4 allows focusing on the aerial
image using the pa rallax focusing method.
This method requires that the photographer turn the
DW-4's diopter adjustment rin g unti l the cross hairs on t he
focusing screen appear sharp . Next, he focuses until the
image on the ground glass appears sharp. Then, t o ascertain
critical focus, he moves his eye back and forth or up and
down. If the cross hairs remain stationary in relation to
the image, then the focus is correct. However, if the
cross hairs seem to move as the eye is moved, then fo cus
is not correct and must be readjusted.
The DW-4 provides an upright but reversed image with
a magnification of 1.2X. And like th e Waist-Level Finder
DW-3, this finder uses three tiny mirrors and a prism, so
that the exposure information display appears unreversed
and above the picture area. In addition , a flip-up rubber
eyepiece cover is built into the eyecup to exclude stray
light when making automati c or manual exposure readings
with the eye away from the finder .

Specifications
Type of unit
Usable camera
Finder coverage
Visual image magnification
Diopter
Viewfinder display
Eyepiece cover
Dimensions
Weight

I nterchangeable type finder with
aerial-image, wa ist- Ieve l view ing
Nikon F3 on ly
Virtual ly 100% of image recorded on
f il m
1.2X (w ith 50mm f / 1.4 lens set at
infin ity)
+3 to -5D adjustment poss ible
LCD exposure informat ion, ADR
f/number, and LED ready-light
Rubber flip-up-type provided
63 .5mm(H) x 54.2mm(W) x
59.6mm(D)
220g
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VIEWING AIDS

Right·Angle Viewing
Attachment DR·3

To in crease viewing and focu si ng ease
w ith th e Eyelevel Finder DE -2, th e
follow ing accessories are avai lab le.

Rubber Eyecup

Eyepiece Magnifier DG·2

By preventing stray I ight from entering
the viewfi nder, the rubber eyecup
improves the cont rast of the viewfinder image. It also offers eyeglass
wea rers excellent protection against
scratches.

Eyepiece Correction Lenses
81

f - - - - 49 - ---.1

Screw i ng into the' eyep iece of the
directly, eyepiece co rrection
lenses allow nearsighted and farsighted
photographers to view and focus
accu ratel y w ithout havi ng to wear
their glasses. Nine lenses are available
in +3 t o -5 diopters.

o E-2
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For those occasions when ultra-critical
focusing is requ ired with the 0 E-2,
the eyepiece magnifier provides a
quick and convenient means of obtaining a 2X magnification of the cen tral
portion of the finder image. The
OG-2 is hinged, so that it may be
swung up and out of the way w hen
compo sing the image in the viewfinder. It also has a bu ilt-in eyesight adjustment system, offering eyesight correction of from +2 to -4 diopters when
attached . This accessory is especially
usefu l for close-up photography and
copy work.

The OR-3 screws into the eyepiece
of the F3' s standard eyelevel finder,
providing an upright and unreversed
image w ith rig ht-angle view ing. It can
be rotated laterally to provide views
from either sid e, as wel l as from above.
A built-in rubber eyecu p and eyes ig ht
correct ion of from +3 to -5 d iopters
are provided.

FOCUSING SCREENS

One of the most important benefits of a sing le- lens reflex
camera is the abi I ity to view the image through the actual
picture-taking lens. By using a reflex mirror to reflect the
light up to the focusing screen, the photographer is able
to see and compose the image accurate ly . For this reason,
the focusing screen becomes all-important in determining
the quality of the image seen in the viewfinder. In combination with the finder, it determines the contrast, brightness,
and focusing accuracy of the viewing image.
Of paramount importance is the positioning of the focusing
screen: Unless it is in a plane corresponding exactly to the
film plane, the focusing accuracy of the camera will be off.
I n the F3, the focus ing screen is he ld secure ly in place at
the top of the mirror box by an aluminum supporting
f rame and spring- loaded pi n; also, it cannot move, thanks

to two spr ing-loaded cl ips on the bottom of each viewfinder which apply equal pressure to both sides of the
focusing screen frame. Held in this position, the focusing
screen is exactly the same optical distance away from the
lens mounting f lange as is the film. There f ore, when the
image appears in focus in the finder, it will be rendered
sharply on the film when the picture is taken.
Continuing Nikon's trad ition of outstanding focusing
versatility, no less than 20 focusing screens are available
for the F3. At his disposa l the Nikon photog rapher has
the widest selection of focusing screens avai lable for any
camera on the market today. And because of precision
manufacturing techniques used in producing the viewfinders and fo~using screens, coma and distort ion are extreme ly
well corrected.
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NIKON F3 FOCUSING SCREENS
The method of focusing w ith the single-lens reflex camera is
via the focu sing screen positioned in the viewing system
cons isting of lens and reflex mirror. The m irror makes possib le viewi ng through the mounted lens and, thus, enables
the photographer to view and compose the image exact ly as
it wil l appear on fi lm-a feature not ava il ab le with cameras

emp loy ing sepa rate viewing/focusi ng systems. The mirro r
also fa cilitates focusing by directing the image to the focusing screen, the latter posit ioned to dup li cate the location of
the fi lm plane; thus, focusing is possib le with great accuracy,
but w ith out the difficulties associated wi th large-format
cameras requiring focus ing right at the fi lm plane .
Nikon focus ing screens are avai lable in a so lid line-up of
TYPE A: Matte/Fresnel with horizonta I rangefinder
Matte/F resnel field with centra l 3mm-d iameter spl it-image rangefinder, horizontally aligned. Designed f or quick and acc urate focusing,
particularly with lenses of br igh ter maximum aperture. Rangef inder
prism alignm ent makes for rapid operation with subjects containing
vertical lines and/or surfaces. Screen also provided with centrally-positioned, 12mm-diameter etched reference circle denoting area of centerweighting for TTL exposure measurement.
Excellent for general
photographic applications with lenses brighter than f/4.5 in max imum
aperture.

TYPE B: Matte/Fresnel with focusing spot

~-----------~

Matte/Fresnel field with centra l 12mm-diameter fine-ground matte
focusing spot. Absence of central rangefinder/microprism aid makes
for less distraction when viewing and focusing, particularly with ultrawide or super-telephoto lenses. Focusing spot corresponds to area of
center-weighted TTL exposure measurement.
Rated excellent with
all lenses , this screen proves especia ll y good with lenses having smal l
maximum apertures, such as Reflex-Nikkors, as well as for close-up
photography applications.

TYPE C: Matte with cross hair and clear spot

c;;::_ __~
c;:m
___~

Fin e-ground matte field with cen tral 4mm-diameter clear spot and
black cross-ha ir reticle. Absence of Fresnel lens makes usability of this
screen most suitable for applications, such as photomicrography or
astrophotography, emp loying high magnification finders for aerialimage, paral lax focusing. For these pu rposes use w ith the 6X High Magn ification Finder DW-4 is recommended. Not for general applications.

TYPE D: Plain matte
Ove rall fine-ground matte fie ld. Absence of other focus ing aids ensures
unobstructed viewing. Excellent for use with long telephoto lenses
(particularly those lenses having an exit pupil at long distance from the
focal plane), as well as fisheye lenses producing a circula r image. Limited suitability with telephoto lenses down to a foca l length of 135mm.
Recommended fo r experienced photographers who are not in need o f
other focusing aids.
TYPE E: Matte/Fresnel with focusing spot and grid
Matte/Fresnel field with cent ral 12mm-d iameter fine-ground matte
focusing spot and etched grid . Focusing spot corresponds to area of
center-weighted TTL exposure measurement. Vertical and horizontal
lines forming grid (cons isting of four 7.5mm squares and four 7.5 x
6mm rectang les) aid in composing subject. Rated exce llent with all
lenses, this screen proves especial ly good for exacting reproduction
work, such as copy ing, as well as for architectural photography with
PC-Nikk or lenses.

TYPE G: Fresnel with micro prism focusing spot
Clear Fresnel f ield with central 12mm-diameter micropr ism focusing
spot. Designed for ext remely br ight viewing and focusing, particularly
·suitable for use in poor light, and availab le in four models (G 1 - G4)
that match the focal length of the len s in use. 12mm-diameter microprism focusing spot corresponds to area of ce nter-we ighted TTL exposure measurement. Depth of fie ld not observable with these screens.

TYPE H: Fresnel with overall microprism
Fresnel field with overa ll micro prism pattern. Designed for rapid
focusing on any part ' of the field, with maximum edge-to-edge brightness. Available in four models ( Hl - H4) for lenses of specific foca l
length. Exce ll ent for poor lighting conditions, and for taking shots of
moving objects. Depth of f ield not observable with these screens.

mode ls and types to meet the needs of various focal lengths _ hand can be, at first appearance, a difficult task, familiarity
and maximum aperture cond ition s, as wel l as for special
of the structure and use of Nikon screens is essentia l. Th e
types of photography requiring high magnification of the
following tables and technical information prov ide the
subject. Presently, 20 different screens are ava il ab le for
comprehens ive info rmat ion required to make the task of
se lect ion that much eas ier.
direct mounting in the Nikon F3 equ ipped w ith virtua ll y
any finder configuratio n. As the se lection of the type of
screen needed to meet the needs of the photography at

TYPE J: Matte/ Fresnel with microprism focusing spot
Matte/Fresnel field with central 4mm-diameter microprism focusing
spot. Designed for quick and accurate focusing, particularly w ith lenses
.of brighter maximum aperture. Screen also provided with centra ll y
positioned. 12mm-diam eter etched reference circle denoting area of
center-weighting for ' TTL exposure measurement. Excellent for genera l
photography applicat ions with f/8 or brighter lenses.

TYPE K: Matte/Fresnel with horizontal rangefinder and microprism
Matte/Fresnel field with central 3mm-diameter split- image rangefinder
(horizonta ll y aligned) surrounded by 1 mm -w id e microprism band. This
screen combines the split-image feature of the T ype A screen and the
microprism feature of the T ype J screen for quick and accurate focusing. part icularly with lenses of brighter maximum aperture. Screen also
provided with centrally positioned. 12mm-diameter etched reference
circle denoting area of center-weighting for TTL exposure measurement. ~xcellent for general photography, the Type K screen is standard equ ipm ent on all N ik on cameras.
TYPE L: Matte/Fresnel with diagonal rangefinder
Matte/Fresnel field with central 3mm-d iameter sp lit-imag e rangefinder.
diagona ll y aligned. Id ef)tical to T ype A screen except fo r 45° angle
of split-image rangefinder.
Rangefinder prism alignment makes for
rapid operation with subjects conta inin g horizontal lines and/or surfaces. Subject to rangefinder darkening when used with lenses having
maximum aperture of f/4.5 or darker.

TYPE M: Fresnel with dbuble cross hair and scales
Clear Fresnel field with double cross-hair reticle and reference scales,
both etched. Designed for applicat ions, such as close -up photography,
photomicrography, employing high magnification finders fo r aeria limage. parallax focusing.
Reference sca les graduated in 1 mm increments for aid in determining magnification ratios. Th is screen produces
brilliant images even in dim light.

TYPE P: Matte/Fresnel with diagonal rangefinder, microprism and lines
Matte/Fresnel field w ith centra l 3mm-diameter split- image rangefinder
(diagonally aligned) surrounded by lmm-w id e microprism band . Also
provided with etched vertical and horizontal lin es as an aid for composi tion. plus centrally' positioned. 12mm-diam eter etched refe rence circle
denoting area of center-weighted TTL exposure measurement. As w ith
the T ype K screen, this model offers excel len t versat i I ity for virtua ll y
all general photography applications.

TYPE R: Matte/Fresnel with horizontal rangefinder and grid
Matte/Fresnel field with centra l 3mm-diameter split-image rangefinder
(ho rizontally aligned) and etched grid. Designed for quick and accurate
focusing (via a shallower rangefinder prism angle) wit h lenses of from
f/3.5 t o f/5.6 maximum aperture. Vertical and hor izon tal lines of
the grid aid in composing the subject. Excellent general-purpose screen
for use w ith lenses of slightly darker maximum aperture.

TYPE T: Matte/Fresnel field with spl it-image rangefinder
12mm¢ reference ci rcle, and horizontal and vertical lines. Used when
preparing slides' for TV broadcasts. Dotted lines indi cate standa rd TV
screen format. Solid outline shows "safe action" area, whereas broken
lin es indicate "safe title" area.
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Installation/Removal

FOCUSING AIDS

Basic Elements of a Focusing Screen
Unlike the simple ground-glass plates
used in large-format view cameras,
the F3's focusing screens are comp lex
optica l devi ces consisting of three
basi c parts: an acrylic focusing surface
at the bottom, a glass condenser lens
on top, and an aluminum frame to
hold both sections together (see
Fig. 1) . For ease in manufacturing,
the focusing surface is now made
of acrylic; however, you sti ll hear it
referred to as a "ground glass," because formerly it was glass which was
abraded on one side, giving it a translucen t surface on which a visible
image could be formed.

Focusing Surface

To simp lify installation and removal,
the frame of each screen has a protruding edge at the rear. Once the viewfinder is removed, t he focusing screen
can be taken out by inserting a fingernail under the rear edge of the screen
and lifting it out (see top photo). To
instal l another screen, simply insert the
front edge (the edge with the slot in
th e middle) under the pin and push
the rear edge of the screen down into
place (see bottom photo). Like changing the viewfinder, fo cusing screen
interchange is now a one-handed operat ion.
Element

For viewing

The bottom half of the focusing
screen contains the focusing surface.
Light coming in through the lens and
reflected from the ref lex mirror strikes
this portion of the focusing screen
first; therefore, this is the plane w here
the image comes into focus. To make
the image recognizable and easy to
focus, the fo cusi ng surface usually
co ntains one or more focusing aids,
plus a matte field and Fresnel len s.

For focusing

Function

0

Scatters the light from the image so that
the entire screen can be observed with
the i mage on the surface appearing
sharp.

Matte field

0

Condenser lens

0

Converges the light rays into the eye.

0

Same as condenser lens but much flatter.
The G and H screens come in four
models each with different powers to
correspond to the focal length of various lenses.

Fresnel lens

0

Microprisms

0

Deflect the light and break the image
into a myriad of fragments for a
blurred effect when image is not in
focus . Usabl e with slower lens speeds
than possible with split-image.

Cross-hair reticle
i n clear spot

0

Permits paralla x focusing when
extremely accurate focusing is required,
as in photomicrography and astrophotography .
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Split· Image Rangeflnder
Probably the most popu lar type of
focusing aid, the split-image rangefinder is built into the center of Nikon
Type A, K, L, P, R, and T focusing
screens. Th is device consists of two
wedge-shaped prisms placed side by
side but at opposite angles to each
other (see Fig. 2) : Its purpose is to
deviate the light in two different
directions. When sharp ly focused, the
image appears continuous within the
rangefinder spot; when out of focus,
it is split into two halves. In this way,
a spl it-image rangefinder provides an
absolute indication of the focus
condition (either "in focus" or "out
of focus") (see Fig. 3). Because the
images only align at the exact focus
point, a split-image rangefinder is
particularly we ll -suited for focusing on
subjects having straight lines or wel ldefi ned contou rs.
However, one disadvantage of this
type of focusing aid is the critical
relationsh ip between the angle of the
prisms and the maximum aperture of
the lens in use. With Types A, K, L, P
and T, the refra cting angle of the
prisms is 10°. Th is angle is suff icient
for the majority of Nikkor lenses,
because it allows enough I ight to reach
the viewer's eye. However, with lenses
of approx. f /4.5 or slower, either half
of the rangefinder may blacken out
when the eye is shifted slightly offcenter. To overcome this problem,
Nikon has produced the Type R
screen which is specially designed to
work with lenses having maximum
apertures between f /3.5 and f/5.6 .

Fig. 1 Focusing Screen Type A

For quick and accurate focus i ng.
Specially arranged prism wedges split
the image into two distinct parts when
the image is out of focus. Co rrect
focusing unites the image .

Split-image
rangefinder

To ensure fast and accurate f ocusing
regardless of the subject matter
or lens in use, the focusing surface
usually contains at least one type of
focusing aid.

Fresnel lens

.

Condenser lens

0

Out of focus
;;

EB

In focus
;;

e

because it eliminates the potential
darken ing associated with spl it-image
rangefi nders and m icrop risms. However, the focusing technique used with
the cross hair and clear spot is more
time-consuming, and thus generally
lim ited to photography of non-moving
subjects, such as in close-up shooting,
copy work, and photomicrography.
Focusing is performed via the parallax
method as already described in the
exp lanation of the 6X High Magnificat ion Finder DW-4 (see page 11 for
details) .

As illustrated above, this method
of focusing can not be employed
unless the taking lens hasa maximum aperture in excess of f/5.6
with some portion of hatching
overlapping. However, even if
th e maximum aperture of the
lens should be more than f/5.6,
shading may occur on one side
of the spl it-prism to darken the
screen image : this occurs when
the overlapped portion of hatching is minimal.

Matte Field

Out of focus

Mlcroprlsms

Fig. 4

~:4=- ;; ~

'r-' [g]

Out of focus

',foc",

Next in popularity to split-image
rangefinders, microprisms are used in
Type G, H, J, K, and P screens. A
microprism is just that: a tiny, foursided, pyramid-shaped pr ism whose
sides' and base measure 0.1 mm by
0_1 mm. There are approximate ly 1,530
of these miniature prisms in the central focusing aid of the Type J screen. In
T ypes K and P, the 1mm-wide microprism collar around the split-image
rangefinder contains about 5,000. In
the 12mm-diameter spot of Type G,
there are some 11,300 microprisms,
whi le the overall surface of a Type H
screen has an astronomical 86,400!
Microprisms are based on the same
princip le as split-image rangefinders:
When the image is in focus, light
passes directly through the prisms,
allowing the image to appear sharp
and clear. However, when out of
focus , the image looks "fuzzy ,"
because each prism deflects the light,
thus fracturing the image (see Fig . 4).
Unlike a split-image rangefinder which
works best with subjects having
definite boundaries, microprisms al low
rapid focusing on any part of the
subject . Another advantage is that the
image on the microprism area is considerably brighter than that viewed on
a matte field; therefore, m icroprisms
make it easier for the photographer to
focus accurately in dim light.

Microprism focusing, however, is not
without its difficulties. Fo r one thing,
microprisms do not allow the observation of depth of field-only the
exact in-focus image is seen sharply.
Also, microprisms are subject to similar darkening problems with lenses of
smaller aperture, just like split-image
rangefinders. To solve this problem,
Nikon offers screens with two different prism constructions. Types J,
G1-3, H1-3, K, and P contain micro0
prisms with a refracting angle of 8 ,
while those of Types G4 and H4 have
0
an ang le of 4.5 . Types G4 and H4 are
designed for use with super-telephoto
and catadioptric lenses having maximum apertures as slow as f /8-f / 11.
T hus, the conven ience of m icroprism
focusing is available to all Nikon F3
photographers regardless of the lens in
use.

Cross-Hair Reticle in
a Clear spot
A cross-hair retic le in a clear spot,
as found on Types C and M, provides
the most critical method of focusing,

All but th ree t ypes of focusi ng screens
for the Nikon F3 (Types G, H , and M)
have a matte fie ld. Its purpose is to
scatter the light, so that the image can
be viewed from above the screen. This
scattering effect is essential; as without
it, the photographer wou ld be able to
see on ly a small portion of the image
at anyone time.
The effectiveness of a matte field
for viewing and focusing depends to
a large extent on its granularity-a
coarse surface produces a uniformly
bright image from center to edges and
is effective for focusing because it
produ ces blurring only in proportion
to the state of focus (see Fig. 5). A
matte fie ld is always used in conjunction with a Fresnel lens to col lect
scattered rays of I ight (see next sect ion
for more information).
Another major benefit of a matte field
is that it allows the photographer to
get a visual preview of the depth of
field when the lens is stopped down
to the taking aperture. Some of the
screens Nikon makes do not have a
matte fie ld. These include Types
G, H, and M-the brightest and easiestto-focus of all screens for the F3. But
remember, they do not provide any
depth-of-field information.

Fig. 5 Function of Matte Field
. __ \ Light travels in this
.,,:..-., direction and does not
reach the eye.

r;
Matte field scatters
light according to
intensity, enabl ing
some rays to reach
the eye .

Vis ible only at
the ce nter

Image p lane

Without matte
field, I ight travels
in this direction
>::--....

'>~ ~

-""--b-9-----;o.L----::3~-"'•..:..:::r_

Image plane
with matte
f ield

Rays of light are
scattered through
matte field to
reach the eye.
Image is dark
but visible over
the entire view field
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-.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fresnel Lens

The top portion of the focusing sur·
face usually contains a Fresnel lens.
Named after its inventor, French
physicist Augustin Jean Fresnel (pronounced F re·nel '), the Fresnel lens'
main purpose is to distribute the
i mage br ightness over the entire screen .
It consists of a series of concentric
rings with the top part of each ring
sloped to match the convex curvature
of a condenser lens (see Fig. 6); this
results in a stepped, but level surface

that provides the same Light-collecting
characterist ics .as a condenser lens,
but without the usual thickness. The
concentric rings of all Fresnel lenses
used in the Nikon F3's focusing screens
have a pitch of O.04mm.
Also, with a Fresnel lens, it's possible to modify the lens power by simply changing the angle of the upper
surfaces of the concentric rings.
Thus, Fresnel lenses can be constructed to match the characteristics
of various types of interchangeable

lenses (see Fig. 7) . In two of the F3's
focusing screens-Types G and Hthere are four models availab le with
each model having a different condenser lens power. Model 1 has the
greatest lens power and is usable with
wideangle lenses; Models 2, 3, and 4
have progressively less power and are
used with norma l/short telephoto,
medium telephoto, and super-telephoto lenses, respectively .

Function of Fresnel Lens

Fig. 6
The combination of condenser and
Fresnel lenses reduces the thickness
of a focusing screen. provid ing the
same effect as that of two condensers

Fresnel lens has the same effect
as that of a planoconvex lens.
Focus ing
plane

Fig. 7

Why condenser lens (Fresnel lens) power
must be changed to fit taking lens' focal length
In biconvex lens, the further the light source,
the closer the converging point to the lens.
Light from point A converges at point A'.
Light from point B converges at point B'.

Long focal length lens

r.. '-

AA' and BB' are
conjugated.

- --- -~ ~-.-

'--o-J.......S---'""---+A-----Jj+--·-:-::-"
~::-,-'•.~

Visible
Invisible

length lens
Image plane Light deflection
(plain glass) varies according to
convex lens power,
wh ich must be adjusted through t he
taking lens.

Short focal
length lens
Image plane
(plain glass)

,'.

.

Visible
Invisible

Condenser Lens
Fig. 8 Function of Condenser Lens
Without condenser lens, light travels in
this direction and does not reach
the eye.
Condenser lens deflects
I igh t to reach the eye.
Image is bright over the
entire view field.

Condenser lens
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The upper portion of the focusing
screen consists of a condenser lens.
Flat on the bottom w ith a convex
curvature on top, the purpose of
this lens is to collect the rays of light
from all parts of the focusing surface
and focus them to a point above the
focusing screen. Without the condenser lens, it would be impossib le to
see the entire image clearly in the
viewfi nder. Another purpose of the
condenser lens is to make the image
equally bright from center to edges
(see Fig . 8)

surrou ndi ng matte an~a.
= Acceptable
Slight vignetting or moire phenomeno n
(in the case of the microprism) affects the
screen image. But the image on fi lm shows
no traces of this.
6 = Acceptable
Incompa tibl e w ith any lens having a max imum aperture larger than f/ 2.B since this
dec rea ses the eff iciency and accuracy of the
screen rangef ind er: the in-focus image in
the central spot may prove to be sl ightly

LENS/SCREEN SELECTION
CHART
The chart be low has been prepared to
assist you in choosing t he r ight sc reen
for the lens in use.

© = Excellent
• = Acceptable
T he image is brilliant f rom edge to edge
but the centra l ran gefinder, mi c roprism
or cross-hair area is d im. Focus on the
~en

.Lene
F i sheye

AIL Ki p

©

6mm f/ 2.S
Smm f/ 2.S
16mm f/. S
13mm f/. 5
15mm f/ 3.5
lSmm f/ 4
20mm f/ 3.5
24mm f/2
24mmt' U

out of focus on film. Focus on the surr ounding matte area.
D = Measure exposu re by the fu ll -a perture
method.
LJ) = Use the sto p-dow n measuring method .
Blank means not usable.
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MOTOR DRIVE
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MOTOR DRIVE MD·4
Designed in conjunction with the Nikon F3, the Motor
Drive MD-4 is a logical extension of the camera body. The
contoured handgrip is ideal for fast-action shooting, while
the base of the unit slants forward dramatically to allow
the camera /motor d rive to stand up by itself on a flat
surface, I n fact, the design is so well conceived that the
combination doesn't tip over even when a 200mm telephoto lens is attached.
Mechanically, the MD-4 is first rate. The exterior is constructed of the same die-cast copper-silumin-aluminum
alloy used for the camera body. Thus, the MD-4 is rugged
enough to take the bumps and jolts of daily professional
use. And inside, the MD-4 uses a single coreless motor for
both film winding ' and rewinding . A coreless motor is
employed, because it is compact, very efficient, and has low
inertia, allowing it to start and stop virtually instantaneously . In addition, the first three gears in the gear train have
helical threads for more efficient energy transmission and
lower noise.
Through the liberal use of ball bearings in the camera as
well as the motor drive, plus fast-response microelectronic
circuitry in both units (the MD-4 uses one Ie), the Motor
Drive MD-4 is able to advance the film continuously
through the camera up to an unprecedented 6 frames per
second. * A special switch is coupled with the second shutter
cwtain, so that a film wind ready signal is sent to the motor
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drive's Ie circuitry as soon as the second curtain reaches the
end of its travel. As a result, single or cont inu ous operation
synchronizes with all shutter speeds. In addition, the MD-4
is able to wind the film immediately after the shutter closes
without any time lag whatsoever.
Because of its elegant design, battery power consumption
has been substant iall y reduced. The MD-4 now uses only
eight AA·type penlight batteries housed in a single clip .
Or in its place, a rechargeable Nied battery pack can be
installed. And because less space is required for batteries,
the battery pack could be built into the base of the unit
for an ove rall reduction in size and weight.
Another major advantage of the MD-4 is its ability to
provide power to the camera's microelectronic circuitry :
With the motor drive attached, as soon as the MD-4's
trigger button is depressed, the camera draws all its power
from the motor drive's power source. Thus, if a cold
weather-resistant Nied battery is insta ll ed in the MD-4, the
o
Nikon F3 can be used in temperatures of down to -20 e
without battery failure.
Yes, from a design as well as a user's point of view, the
Motor Drive MD-4 is certa inly one of the finest motor
drives Nikon has' ever built.

* Possible at shutter speeds of 1/125 sec. or above with the mirror
in the up position when used with the NiCd Battery Unit MN-2.

Nomenclature
Handgrip
Moun '

screw

Attachment wheel
Automatic film rewind fork

External power terminal
Remote terminal

Battery clip release catch

back terminal

socket

Battery check button
Frame counter

LED indicators

dial

Auto rewind-stop terminals

Frame counter setting index

Rewind slide 1 lock button
Frame counter
Rewind slide 2 (R2)

~

Rewind slide 1 (R 1)
Battery chamber with

button

S-C mode selector (wi L position)

Electrical contacts

Motor drive
coupling cover
.compartment

Motor drive coupling prong

Rewind button pin

Camera positioning pin
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Specifications
Shooting modes

Shutter release

Firing rate

Automatic winding stop

Choice of single-frame (S) or continuous
(C) firing via S-C mode selector;
lock (L) position also provided
Electronic shutter release ; initial
pressure on trigger button switches on
meter, power remains on for 16 sec. after
finger is taken off button
Up to 6 frames per second (fps) wit h
NiCd Battery Unit MN-2, up to 4fps with
8 penlight AA-type batteries;
firing rates decrease at shutter speeds
slower than 1/ 125 sec.
Motor shuts off at film's end w ith LED
indication, frame counter also provided
to automatically stop film winding
after preset number of exposuresuseful in very low temperatures

Number of 36-exp. rolls per
fresh battery set

Automatic film rewind

Shutter speeds
Dimensions
Weight (without batteries)
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Guaranteed firing rate: approx.
50 with all types of batteries;
Slower firing rates, but still usable:
approx. 70 w ith NiCd Battery Unit
MN-2, approx. 100 with zinc-carbon
batteries, approx,. 140 w ith alkalinemanganese batteries
4.5 sees. w ith NiCd Battery Unit MN-2
and 8 sees. w ith penlight AA-type
batteries for 36-exposure film;
automatic film rewind stop w ith
optional M F-5 Camera Back
8 to 1/2000 sec. including "X"
(1/80 sec.)
146.4mm(W) x 114.7mm(H) x
70.7mm(D)
480g

CONTROLS AND MECHANISM
Electronic Release
The MD-4's trigger button operates
in exactly the same manner as the
camera's shutter release button. When
depressed halfway, the trigger button
switches on the metering circuitry and
activates the LCD exposure information in the viewfinder. When depressed
completely, an electronic signal is sent
to the mirror box combination magnet
to start the sequence of steps leading
to shutter release. Exactly 16 seconds
after pressure is removed from the
button, the meter and LCD turn off
automatically to conserve battery
power (see top photo).

Single-Frame or Continuous
Shooting
For operational ease, the Motor Drive
MD-4 features either single-frame or
continuous shooting via its SoC mode
selector.

At 5 (Single Frame)
To shoot single frames, the SoC mode
selector is set at S. Then, at any shutter speed setting, except Band T, the
motor drive trips the shutter once
and winds the film in a single sequential step. At B, the shutter opens and
stays open as long as the trigger button
is depressed. At T, the shutter opens
and remains open until the shutter
speed dial is rotated to another setting.
With the camera's release lock in the
unlocked position, single frame shots
can be taken (with the SoC ring at
either S or C) by pushing the camera's
shutter release button. I n this case,
the film does not advance until pressure on the button is released.

At C (Continuous)

At L (Lock)

To shoot a continuous sequence of
shots, the SoC mode selector must be
set to C. Then, as long as the trigger
button is held down, shots will be
taken rapidly in succession. Any
shutter speed setting, except Band T,
can be used. At shutter speeds slower
than 1/125 sec., the firing rate automatically slows down to match the
shutter speed in use.
Motor driven multiple exposures can
be made by ho lding the mu ltiple
exposure lever in the out position
while firing off a burst. When finished,
one blank shot must be made by
covering the lens with a lens cap. This
advances the fi lm to the next unexposed frame without add ing an unwanted exposure to the mu ltip leexposure photograph just completed.

To prevent the motor drive from being
accidentally fired, the SoC mode selector can be set at L. At this position,
the trigger button is locked and the
motor drive will n.9t operate. However,
by turning the c;;amera's release lock to
the unlocked position, you can use
the camera's shutter release button
and film advance lever in the normal
manner to take single shots as if t he
motor drive weren't attached.
With the MD-4 attached, the camera
takes all its power from the motor
drive's power source when the trigger
button is depressed. Therefore , it
makes no difference whether the
camera's release lock is in the locked
or unlocked position; in fact, it's probab ly best left in the locked position .
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Diagram I

@
@

@
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Automatic Film Winding
The MD-4 uses a single coreless motor
to advance and rewind the fi lm.
T hrough the use of a special clutch
system, the motor rotates in the same
direction for both operations.
Following diagram I, this is how the
fi I m is advanced and the motor automatical ly stops: As the motor drive's
trigger button is depressed all the way
down, the power from the coreless
motor(l) rotates the helical gears(2),
(3), and (4) in the respective directions indicated by the arrows. Gear(5)
then rotates in direction A. This
tenses clutch torque spring(6) .
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Protrusion(8) of clutch lever(7) pushes
clutch(9) in direction B. Clutch(9)
is attached to shaft(lO) which in turn
drives gear(l l ) in direction C. Then
gear(12) rotates in direction 0 which
turns coupling prong(13) for film
winding . When the camera's connecting shaft has rotated exactly one
revolution, it is automat ically stopped
by the camera's winding mechanism.
While this is happening, gear(5) continues to rotate, because co reless
motor(l) is stil l on. Protrusion(14)
pushes the end of clutch lever(7)
moving it in direction E. Ratchet
pawl(15) pushes against gear (16),

turning it in direction F. Cam(17)
then rotates in the same direction,
pushing against protrusion(18) of
auto-stop switch( 19) to close the
switch. Immediately, an electronic
signal is sent to the motor drive's IC
circuit, w hich then cuts off the power
to the core less motor. As clutch
lever(7) rotates, spring(20) becomes
tensioned and pulls the lever back to
its original position. At the end of
a ro ll of film, film t ension stops the
coupling prong from rotating . However, just as before, gear(5) continues
to rotate, leading to the same sequence
of steps which stops the motor drive.

Automatic Film Rewinding
To allow the photographer to change
film qui ck ly, the MO-4 features automati c film rewinding. When both
rewind slides are pushed, a special
rewind fork moves up through the
hole in the bottom of the camera's
cartridge chamber to engage the
notched end of the f ilm cartridge's
spoo l. With a full y exposed 36-exp.
rol l, the MO-4 is able t o rewind the
film in approx. 8 seconds w ith a fresh
set of alkal in e-manganese pen l igh t
batteries; it takes approx. 5.5 sec. wi th
the AC/OC Converter MA-4 and
approx. 4.5 sec. w hen a full y recharged NiCd Battery Unit MN-2 is
instal led.
According to diagram II , this is how
the fi 1m is automatically rewou nd:
When the first rewind slide(l) is
pushed to the left by the photographer , lever (2) pushes cam (3) up.
Th rough the use of a special clutch
system in shaft(4 ), coupling prong(5)
is disengaged, whi le gear(6) is pU$hed
up into position to comp lete th e gea r
train for film rew inding. Then, w hen
the second rew ind slide(7) is pushed
up, pin(8) pushes rewind clu tch (9)
and rewi nd f ork(10) up into position.
Th e protrus ion underneath gear ( 11 )
engages w it h rewind clutch(9). As this
happens, the co reless motor is turned
on, rotating the gears in the resp ect ive
directions shown by the arrows.
Th us, the rew ind fork rotates in d irect ion A f or automatic fil m rewinding.
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Subtractive Frome Counter

Photo 1

12 which are in orange to correspo nd
wit h the number of frames in commercially available cartridges.
The MO-4's frame cou nter is also
useful for shoot ing short bursts on
Conti nuous: t he photographer simply
sets the cou nter to the desired number
of frames (photo 1) . Th e motor drive
then stops · automatically when 0 is
reached (photo 2) . To reset the counter
for another burst, fi rst st roke t he
film advance lever, then move th e
cou nter from 0 to the desired nu mber
for the next sequence. Each time
befo re resetting the MO-4 's counte r,
the photog rapher should check the
camera's frame counter to make sure
there are enough exposu res left on
the roll for the next burst. If there
aren 't enough, the motor drive w ill cut
off before the burst is comp leted.
For normal shooting , th e frame cou nter should be set t o the orange dot; at
this setting, the cou nter is disengaged.

Photo 2
In below-freezing temperatures, film
becomes brittle and easy to break.
Therefo re, to prevent the film f rom
being t o rn accidental ly at the end of
the roll, the MO -4's subtractive-type
frame cou nter ca n be set to th e number of frames on th e rol l. Th en when
the cou nter reaches 0 , t he moto r drive
automat ica ll y shuts itself off before
the fi Im reaches an end . The cou nter
is ca li brated from 36 down to 0 with
an orange dot below O. A ll num bers
are in w hite, except 36, 24, 20, and

Diagram II

@

R2
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BaHery Check Button and
LED's

Three Separate Electrical Terminals
The Motor Drive MD-4 keeps the
photographer fully informed of al l
operating conditions via a battery
check button and two LED's located
on the back of the motor drive.
To check battery power, the photographer depresses the battery check
button. If both LED's light up , then
the power is sufficient to provide the
fastest firing rates. If only one LED
goes on, this indicates that the MD-4
can still be used, but it will operate at
slower ra tes. If neither LED comes on,
the batteries should be changed immediately for a fresh set.
The right-hand LED also lights up
to indicate other camera functions.
After a shot is taken (either at Single
or Continuous), the LED comes on
briefly to indicate film advance.
Continuous glowing of the LED signals
that the motor drive has automatically
turned itself off. This occurs when
there is an increase in film tensio n at
the end of the roll or when the subtractive frame counter has reached O.
In addition, the LED stays lit to indicate automatic rewind-stop when the
accessory Camera Back MF-6 is
attached in place of the regular camera
back.

1

To provide positive and separate
electrical connection of va rious accessories for simultaneous use, the MD-4
has three terminals at the front of its
base. They are the:

1) Magazine back terminal

3) Remote terminal

Located at the base of the motor
drive's grip, the magazine back terminal accepts the cord from a bulk-film
magazine back, allowing connection to
the motor drive's electrical power
system.

The larger of the two, the remote
terminal allows a variety of remote
control devices to be attached .

2) External power terminal
The smaller of the two terminals
located on the front of the motor
drive opposite the grip, the external
power terminal allows the AC/DC
Converter MA-4 to be connected.
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MOTOR DRIVE ACCESSORIES
To com pl ement th e versatility of the MD-4, a variety of
accessories are availab le. The major ity of accessor ies already
deve loped for use with previous Nikon motor dr ives are
compatible with the MD-4. In add it ion, a few new acces-

sories for use with the M D-4 have been created. All in all,
the t otal line of motor dri ve accessor ies for the M D-4 is
unparal leled in 35mm photography.
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Power Sources

sec. and above w ith the mirro r loc ked
in th e up position) . In addition, the
NiCd battery is recommended w hen
t he photographer anticipates using the
camera and motor drive in extremely
co ld weather (i.e., in temperatures of
down to a minimum of -20°C). Because the F3 is specially designed to
draw its power from the motor drive's
power source when the MD-4 is
attached, t he reliable performance of
a NiCd battery in below-freezing
te mperatures is a we lcomed asset.
With the Qu ick Charger MH-2 and a
com pletely depleted battery, recharging t o approx. 80% capac ity requires
approx. 3- 1/2 hours und er normal
temperatures. The NiCd Battery Unit
ca n be recharged approx . 100 times
before replacem ent is necessa ry . The
MN-2 power rating is 16.8V.

Three separate power sources are
available for the MD-4 to meet all
shooting requirements.

Battery Holder MS·3

Supp li ed as standard equipment with
the MD-4, the Battery Holder MS-3
accepts eight AA-type penlight batteries. For normal shooting up to
a maximum of approx. 3.8 fram es per
second, the use of alkali ne penlight
batte ries is pref erred by many photographers, beca use the batteries are
disposable and easy to obtain anywhere in the world. With each battery
rated at 1. 5V, this power source sup pi ies a total of 12 vo lts to the motor
drive.

NICd Battery Unit MN·2 and
Quick Charger MH·2

This power source is hi ghly re commended fo r photographers who plan
to use their F3/MD-4 primarily in the
studio. Thi s includes fashion, advertising, as we ll as commercial photographers. The MA-4 co nverter takes
standard AC cu rrent (100, 120 or
220V) and converts it into a stab le
15 V DC current for use wi th the
motor drive. The Externa l Power Co rd
MC- 11 provi des electrical co nnectio n
between the converter and the ext ernal power term inal on t he motor drive.
The following tables give the firing
rates and the number of rolls of film
expected from each type of power
source.
(frames/sec)
Battery type

Shutterspaed
ranga (sec.)

1/125 - 1/2000

AApenlight
(alkalinemanganese)

MN·2

MA-4 fAC/DC

(zinc-c arbonl

(NiCd)

converter)

3.8

3.8

5.5

AA penlight

1/125 - 1/2000

5.5

(mirror up)

(Number of 36·exposure ro Us)

60
Zinc-Carbon

60
Alkaline·manganese
NiCd Battery
Unit MN·2
_

60 70
I

The range of guaranteed firing ra t e

c::=::::::J The range within operative battery power but
without guarantee of the rated firing speed
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Nikon prod uces a variety of remote
control units to al low the photographer to operate th e Nikon F3 f rom a
distance. Al l these accessories have
cords w hi ch plug into the MD-4's
remote t erm inal.

Remote Cord MC·12 with Button
Release

For f iring the MD-4 remotel y at up to
a distance of 3 meters, the MC-12
Remote Cord w ith button release has a
handgr ip and trigger button for co nvenient operation. When the button is
depressed halfway, it automatically
turns on the camera' s metering system;
when depressed comp letely, it fires th e
motor d rive eith er si ngly or co ntinuously (depending on whether t he
motor drive S-C mode selecto r is set t o
S or C).

AC/DC Converter MA·4 and
External Power Cord MC·11

Probably the most versat ile and economical powe r source is the rechargeable N iCd Battery Unit MN-2 and its
companion Quick Charger M H-2. This
optional battery pack provides the
fastest fi ring rates with t he MD-4. With
a freshly charged battery, up to a
maximum of 6 frames per second are
possible (at shutter speeds of 1/ 125

Remote Control Units
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Radio Control Set MW·1 and
Connecting Cord MC·5

Th is Nikon radio control unit consists of a transmitter and re ceiver.
Th e rece iver portion of the set is
connected to the motor drive via the
Connecting Cord MC-5. Th en the
tran sm itter porti on ca n be moved up
to 0.7km away for remote co ntrol
firing . Three separate channels all ow
three motor-driven cameras to be
operated ind ependent ly of each ot her.
This accessory provides completely
i nterference-free operati on.

Modulite Remote Control Set
ML·1 and Connecting Cord MC·8

Th is remote contro I accessory also
consists of a transm itter and receiver.
The receiver portion has a standard
ISO accessory shoe for mounting on
the camera using the Flash Coupler

• Direct beam operation

AS-4 which is firs.t attached to the
F3's accessory shoe. The Connecting
Cord MC-B, then makes electrical connection between the motor drive's
remote termi nal and the receiver.
When fired, the transmitter emits a
brilliant flash of modulated light
which can be sensed by the receiver
up to 60 meters away. Modulated
I ight is used to prevent the camera
from being triggered by regular electronic flash units. Two channels allow
independent operation of two motordriven cameras at the same time. The
following diagrams show the various
uses of the ML-l.

• Simultaneous control

Receiver

Transmitter

~-1

• Reflected beam operation

• Interference·free control
Wall

Transmitter

~~------------~

c::=:I9:l

Transmitter B

• Operation around obstacles

• Slave·flash operation

Intervalometer MT·1 and
Connecting Cord MC·5

Timing control of exposures and
exposure intervals for advanced recording techniques, such as time-lapse
photography or work sampling, are
possible with the Intervalometer MT-l
and Connecting Cord MC-5.
The MT-l has two timing control
dials for selection of any of twenty
different sett i ngs each, p rov id i ng
shooting and/or rest periods of up to
eight minutes. Also, mode (one-time
or multiple-sequence operation) and
starting (instantaneous or delayed)
functions are available via its selector
switches.
Other features of the MT-l include
remote control capability for operation with other control devices, such
as the Radio Control Unit MW-l. The
MT-l also has temperature compensation and voltage stabilizer circuits to
adapt the output to the shooting
environment; it can also be used in
the field with penlight batteries. The
MT-l has a battery check provision,
LED timing signal, and a full complement of cords for connection to the
camera, external power source, or
other remote control eqiupment. The
DC power output of the power source
should be 5.7±1 V.

Wall

Terminal Release MR·2

Triggering signal

• Individual control

Receiver A

:w-

~
Roc,i,,,

This accessory plugs into the remote
terminal and allows the MD-4 to be
triggered using either the N ikon Cable
Release AR -2 or the Double Cab le
Release AR-4. However, it does not
provide a display of the exposure
informat ion inside the viewfinder
when the button is depressed halfway.
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Simultaneous and Time·Lag
Shooting Accessories

Miscellaneous Accessories
Pistol Grip Model 2 and Connecting Cord MC·3

Remote Cord MC·4

With plus and minus banana-type
plugs, the MC-4 Remote Cord ca n
be used to fire up to three motordriven F3 cameras sim ultaneously. The
above diagram shows the proper
con nect ion. For trouble-free operation, the com mon electrical leads
(indicated by bold lines in the diagram) should be kept as short as
poss ible.

Camera Backs
In addition to the standard F3 came ra
back, there is one other accessory
back avai lab Ie.

Camera Back MF·6

This auxiliary grip can be screwed
into either the motor drive's tripod
soc ket or into the tripod mou nting
co llar of a super-telephoto or ReflexNikkor lens to provide more stab le
hand-held shooting. The Connecting
Cord MC-3 , an ex isting Nikon acce ssory , t hen makes electrical connect ion
between the grip and the M O-4 's
remot e termi nal. When the Model 2's
trigger button is depressed all the way,
it fires the motor drive either singly
or co ntinuously depending on the
MO-4's mode selector sett ing.

Tripod Adapter AH·2

Because the battery cl ip is located
in the base of the motor drive, the
MO-4's tripod socket had to be posit io ned off-center . In ce rtain cases ,
t hi s mig ht result in an unba lanced
conditio n when the M O-4 is mounted
on a tr ipod. T o remed y the situation,
the A H-2 was crea t ed . This accessory
is a th in plate w hi ch screws into the
bottom of the motor drive to provide
a tripod socket which is in the middle.

This came ra back provides automatic
rewind-stop w ith the leader left outside the f i 1m ca rtridge for ease in
handling in the darkroom. Th e MO-4's
right-hand LED glows continu ousl y
to indicate that th e film has been
comp lete ly rewound.
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ELECTRONIC FLASH UNITS

Nikon has two electronic flash units wh ich provide completely automatic through-the-Iens control of the flash
exposure. They are the N iko n Speed li ght SB- 12 and the
SB-ll (when used in co njun ction w ith the TTL Sensor
Cord SC-12) .
Th e big advantage of automat ic through-the-Iens flash
output control is that onl y w hat the lens sees wi II come out
pro pe rly exposed. Thi s means that regardless of how th e
light gets from the fla sh t o the subject and back to the film,
the exposure w ill be correct. Th e photograp her can put a
wideang le diffuser over the fl ash head, move the flash offcamera, or even bounce the light off the ce il ing or walls .
He ca n attach colored fi Iters to the lens or use a telephoto
lens. Even close-up photography w ith a be llows unit is
very co nven ient.
Another benefit of TT L flash metering is that the photograph er has a free cho ice of shoot ing apertures. Unlike
conve nti onal automatic electronic flash units which
restri ct the user to one or two f/stops, virtually any aperture on the lens can be used. Th us, t he photographer has
comp lete co ntrol over the amou nt of depth of field the

final photograph wi ll have.
Th is is how the system works When t he sh utter release
button is pushed, the shutter opens, and the elect ronic
flas h begins t o fire . Light from the flash t ravels out to
illuminate the subject and t hen is reflected back to t he
camera.
Pass ing through the lens, the light strikes t he
surface of the film (because the mirror is up) and then is
reflected back down to the SPD ce ll at the bottom of the
mirror box. Immediately, a small amount of current sta rts
to be generated by t he SPD wh ich in tu rn is se nt to the
camera's loga rithm ic comp resso r/progressor f or co nversio n
into voltage. This voltage is then sent t o the electro ni c
flash's compu tation ci rcu itry. At the same time, the film
speed information is transmitted from the ASA/ ISO film
speed d ial through the FRE to the same com putation circuitry. Using thi s data, the speed lig ht's flash output co ntro l
circuitry is -able to determine w hen the amo unt of light
str ikin g the f ilm is sufficient for cor rect exposu re. When
the exact instant is reached, the flash ou tput is cut off.
Then, the shutter closes, and you have a properly exposed
flash picture (refer to the next page).
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Flash Synchronization
The Nikon F3 offers X-synchronization for use with all Nikc:in electronic
flash units at manua l shutter speeds of
1/80 sec. (X) and below. In addition,
with the shutter speed dial at "A" or
manua ll y set to 1/125 sec . orfaster, the
correct sync speed of 1/80 sec. is automatical ly set when using the d irectmounting Nikon Speed light SB-1O
or -12, or with the SB- 11 and the
appropriate accessory cord. Moreover,
FP, M, and MF-type f lashbulbs wil l
synchronize at all shutter speeds from
1/30 sec. to 8 sec., plus B. Consu lt the
table below for details.

General Information About
Electronic Flash
The basic principle behind electronic f lash is the same as that
of lightning: a brilliant burst of
light is produced when electricity
passes between two electrodes.
In the case of lightning, electrodes occu r at random during
the spontaneous transfer of energy In an electronic flash unit,
the electrodes are permanently
located at either end of a sea led
glass tube, which is filled with the
inert gas, xenon . Ord inar ily, xenon is electrically nonconductive.
However, when the camera's shutter is tripped, a t iny triggering
ci rcu it inside the f lash un it is
closed. Im med iatel y energy surges
to one end of the flashtube and
rapidly ionizes the xenon gas.
In this state, the gas becomes

, -- - , - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - :S;;-,,=,,-:" -:' ..-:.d-:-:Io::--.,-;.)-- - - - - - - - - - - ,

highly
conductive, effect ively
closing the circuit Energy then
flows through the tube to the
electrode on the other side, thus
creating the brief flash of l ight.
After the flash fires, the xenon
gas instantaneously returns to its
normal
nonconductive
state.
Power fo r an electron ic flash
unit is provided by standard AC
current or one or more batteries. The fina l element in an
electro n ic flash's design is the
storage capacitor. It all ows energy
from the power source to bu i Id
up until the voltage is high enough
for adequate I ight output The
burst of light from an electronic
flash is extremely short in duration . In units providing automatic exposure, I ight output is
controlled by varying the flash
duration,

c==J Synchronized
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Cannot be used

TTL Flash Control Flow Chart
Warning signal for off,range
ASA/ISO film speed and/or
incorrect moun'ting .

' Sync terminal

"

Computation circuitry
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~7~Flashtube
S8-12
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Lens

I
IL ______________ _

LCD

F3

SPEEDLIGHT S8·12
Nomenclature
Auto shooting range indicators

_

D is tan ce scale (white)
Ex

calculator dial

ASA/ISO film speed index
Battery chamber with battery chamber lid
Flash head
Wide Adapter SW-4

Open -flash button
Ready-light
Po wer switch

Mounting foot with
locking ring

Shooting mode selector
Sync socket

Designed exclusively for the Nikon F3, the Speed light
S8-12 is a direct-mounting electronic flash unit providing
automatic through-the-Iens control of the flash exposure.
8y using a silicon-controlled rectifier and series circuitry,
the flash un it is able to save its excess energy for the next
shot, thus reducing recycling time and increasing the
number of shots possible per battery set.
As soon as the flash is recycled and ready to fire, the
ready-light inside the F3's finder lights up. The same LED
blinks after the shot is taken to let you know that the
light was insu'f ficient for correct exposure and should be
taken again at a closer distance or a wider aperture. The
LED also blinks to signal improper mounting or when the
camera is not set within the working range of ASA/ ISO 25
to 400.
Th e S8-12's mounting foot sli ps onto the F3's accessory
shoe from the front and locks into place via its rotating

Contact pins

locking ring. 8rass rails on the accessory shoe as wel l as
the brass-plated mounting foot ensure secure connection.
The three pins in the mounting foot then provide direct
electri cal connection to the contacts in the F3's accessory
shoe .
With a guide number of 25 (ASA/ISO 100 and meters)
or 40 (ASA/ISO 25 and feet), the S8-12 provides just the
right amount of light for subjects located between 0.6m
and 15m (2ft. and 49ft). Angle of coverage is wide enough
for use with a 35mm wideangle lens. In addition, the Wide
Adapter SW-4 slips over the flash head to increase the angle
when using a 28mm lens.
Other features include an open-flash button for test-firing
the unit, an easy-to-use ca lculator dial for automatic
or manual settings and a sync terminal for mu ltiple-flash
operation. Furth ermore, the S8-12 can be used off-camera
by attach ing the T T L Sensor Remote Cord SC-14.
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Specifications
Light output control

Guide number
(ASA!ISO 100 and meters)
(ASA/ISO 25 and feet)
ASA/ISO film speed range
Angle of coverage
Automatic shooting range
(ASA!ISO 100)
Recycling time
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Automatic: silicon-controlled rectifier
(thyristor) and series circu itry
Manual: full output
25 (18 with Wide Adapter SW-4)
40 (28 with Wide Adapter SW-4)
ASA/ISO 25~400
0
0
Horizontal: 56 (67 with SW-4)
0
0
Vertical: 40 (48 with SW-4)
Va ries with f/stop selected within the
range of 0.6~12m (f/2~f/22 available)
Automatic: variab le depending on
shooting distance; Manual: approx.
9 sec. with fresh set of zinc-carbon
batteries, approx. 8 sec . with alkalinemanganese batteries

Number of flashes

Power source
Ready-light
Open-flash button
Mounting
Dimensions
(excluding mounting foot)
Weight (without batteries)

Automatic: variable depending on
shooting distance; Manual: approx.
60 with fresh set of zinc-carbon
batteries, approx .. 160 with alkalinemanganese
Four 1.5V AA-type batteries (NiCd
batteries may be used)
Provided
Provided
Directly on F3 accessory shoe
105mm(W) x 40mm(H) x 85mm(D)
350g

SPEEDLIGHT S8·11
Nomenclature

Wide Adapter SW-3
Tilting flash head

Shooting mode selector

Sensor Unit SU-2
Sensor socket

Exposure calculator dial
Sync/multiple flash sockets
Sync Cord SC-TT

Bracket mounting pin
Bracket

adapter

Attachment screw
Bracket SK-4
Tripod socket
f/s

scale (black)

Auto shooting range
indicators (color-coded)
Power switch
Distance scale (white)

External power terminal

ASA/ISO film speed index

Alignment dots
Open-flash button
Handle
Tripod/light stand socket

Attachment screw slots
Release/locking wheel
Battery chamber lid

Compatible with all Nikon cameras, the bracket-mounting Speedlight SB-ll features automatic control of the
flash exposure via a plug-in sensor. And with the addition
of the accesso'ry TTL Sensor Cord SC- 12, the SB-ll mates
perfect ly with the Nikon F3 to provide automatic throughthe-lens control.
The SB-l l utilizes a silicon-controlled rectifier and series
ci rcuitry. Thus, when the photographer is shooting subjects at close range, the SB-ll will recycle faster and give
a greater number of flashes per set of batteries.
But probab ly the most professionally desirable feature
of this flash unit is its tilting flash head. With the flash unit
mounted on-camera (via the bracket) or detached, the

tilting head of the SB-ll allows the light to be bounced
easily off the cei lin g or walls for more diffused lightinga technique especially useful when taking portraits or
snapshots. Click-stop settings at 30°,60°,90°, and approx.
120° all ow comp lete creative control.
To supply the extra power necessary for bounce flash,
the SB-l l has a guide number of 36 (ASA/ISO 100 and
meters) or 60 (ASA/ISO 25 and feet) . Other features
include an easy-to-read ca lcu lator dial, open-flash button,
and bui lt -in ready-light. Angle of coverage is wide enough
for a 35mm wideangle lens and w ith the attachment of the
Wide Adapter SW-3 , the SB- 11 can be used with a 28mm
lens.
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Specifications
Light output control

Guide number
(ASA/ISO 100 and meters)
(ASA!ISO 25 and feet)
Angle of coverage
Automatic shooting range
(ASA/ISO 100)
ASA/ISO film speed range
Recycling time
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Automat ic: flash output control with
si licon contro ll ed rectifier (thyristor)
us ing Senso r Un it SU-2;
Manual : fu l l output
36 (25 w ith Wide Adapter SW-3);
60 (42 with Wide Adapter SW-3);
0
0
Horizonta l : 56 (67 w ith SW-3);
0
0
Vertica l : 40 ('48 w ith SW-3)
0.6-9m (2-30ft) at f/4;
0 .6-6Am (2-21ft ) at f/5.6;
0.6-4.5m (2- 15ft) at fl8
ASA/ ISO 25-800
Automat ic: var iab le depend ing on
shooting distance; Manual : approx .
8 sec.

!'lumber of flashes (approx.)

Power source
Ready-light

Open-flash button
Mounting
Dimensions (approx _)
Weight (excluding batteries)

A utom atic : va riab le depending on
shoot ing di st ance; Manu al: 150 w it h
fresh set of alka line-manganese
batteri es
Eigh t 1.5V AA-type pen light batteri es
Provided; b li nks if f lash ou tpu t is at its
max imu m indicating that light might
be insufficient fo r cor rect au t omatic
exposure
Provided
Bracket-type
276mm( H) x 104mm(W) x 11 8mm (D)
860g

FLASH UNIT ACCESSORIES

To increase the versati lity of the Nikon Speedlight SB- 11
and -12 and insure their compatibi lity with most N ikon

SLR's, there are a variety of sync cords and flash unit
couplers available from Nikon.
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TTL Sensor Cord SC·12

Flash Unit Coupler AS·4
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TTL Sensor Remote Cord SC·14
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One mete r long, this cord allows
the SB-11 to be used with the N ikon
F3 for automatic through-the-Iens
co ntrol of the flash exposure. One end
plugs into the flash unit's sensor
socket, w hile the other end slips over
the camera's accessory shoe. A switch
on the cord provides a choice of
automatic or manual operation, When
the cord is attached, the shutter speed
is automatically switched to the
proper flash synchronization speed of
1/80 sec . with the shutter speed dial
at A or 1/ 125 sec. and above . The
ready-light inside the camera's viewfinder also operates in the normal
manner.

Sensor Remote Cord SC·13

The TT L Sensor Remote Cord SC-14
enab les the Speedl ight SB- 12 to be
used with the Nikon F3 up to one
meter off the camera . Th rough-thelens automatic flash output co ntrol of
the expos ure is still provided . Just as
when the flash is mounted on-camera,
both ready-lights - the one on the back
of the flash unit and the other inside
the F3's viewfinder-operate in the
norma l manner: they light up when
the SB- 12 is recycled and ready to fire
or blink to indicate underexposure, incorrect mounting, or unusable filmspeed settings, In addition, with the
camera's shutter speed dial set at A, or
manually set to 1/ 125 sec, or above ,
the proper synchronization speed of
1/80 sec. will be set as soon as the shutter button is depressed, Sturdy brass
rails on the accessory shoe and mounting foot insure positive connection.
Moreover, the accessory-shoe end of
the SC- 14 features a tripod socket for
mounting the SB-12 on a tripod or
Iight stand.

This coupler converts the F3 's accessory shoe into a standard I SO-type
hot shoe . By using the AS-4, the
Nikon Speedlight SB-lO or SB-E can
be attached directly to the Nikon F3.
In addition, the camera's LED readylight inside the viewfinder lights up
to indicate flash readiness with either
of these Nikon flash units,

Flash Unit Coupler AS·5

The AS-5 allows direct con nection of
the Nikon Speedlight SB- 12 to the
Nikon F2's accessory shoe, When the
Speedlight SB-12 is used wi th a Niko n
camera other than the F3, only manual flash operation is possible .

Flash Unit Coupler AS·6
Flash Unit Coupler AS·3

Also one meter long, the SC-13 allows
mounting of the SB-11 's Sensor
Unit SU-2 directly on the F3's accessory shoe (via the Flash Unit Coupler
AS-4) , In this way, convenient offcame ra operation wi th the flash unit
pointed in any direction is possible.
With this co rd, con trol of the flash
exposure
is automatic, but not
through-the-Iens,
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The Flash Unit Coupler AS-3 co nverts the Niko n F3's accessory shoe
into the Nikon F2's type, allowing
direct coup ling of the Nikon Speed light
SB-7 or the Repeating Flash Unit SB-6
to the F3,

Rounding out the line of electronic
fla sh accessories is the Flash Unit
Coupler AS-6, With this coup ler, the
Ni ko n Speed li ght SB- 12 can be
mounted on any Nikon camera having
a sta ndard ISO-type accessory hot
shoe, including the N ikon FE, F M,
and EM. As w ith the AS-5, the SB- 12
can only be used in the manual mode.
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